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Students Selected For 1956-57 Who's Who
CDA To Present
Orange Bowl Ball

Thirty-Two Clemson
IStudents Honored

On Saturday evening, December 1, from 8:00 to 12:00
p. m., the Central Dance Association will sponsor an informal dance in the College Dining Hall.
The Orange Bowl Ball will
commemorate the end of the
regular season for the Clemson Tiger football team and
will center around Glemsohs'
expectations of an Orange Bowl
bid. The Tiger team will be
the guests of honor of the Central Dance Association at the
dance.
The Jungaleers, recognized as
one of the top collegiate bands
in the South, will be the featured orchestra of the evening.
The talented band will render
various selections from the
popular field.
Tickets may be purchased at
the dining hall after dinner and
supper until Saturday noon;
date tickets are $2.50 while single admission will run $1.50.
The CDA once again has pro. vided an evening of top flight
entertainment for Clemson

Three juniors and twenty-nine seniors at Clemson College have been accepted by Who's Who Among Student*
in American Universities and Colleges, 1956-57,. for membership in that organization, it was announced this week
by "Who's Who" headquarters in Tuscaloosa, Alabama.

men. The Orange Bowl Ball
will also mark the last Clemson dance to be presented for
the student body during the
first semester of this school
year.

Membership in "Who's Who"
entitles a college student to recognition, free of charge, in the
annual publication by that name,
and to tse of a Student Placement Service conducted by the
National headquarters.
The following students are the
new members of "Who's tWho"
from Clr-mson: Joel Williams Allgood, junior in pre-medicine,
Westinghouse Electric Corporation has put "new light" on
from Liberty; Barney Clarey,
Clemson College's
newest
junior m Education, from Greencourse, "Electrical Illuminaville; Tsam E. Ballenger, senior
tion," with a large gift of fluorescent and incandescent lamps. Clemson students recently named to membership in 1956-57 T. S. Taylor, R. S. Parker, W. G. Mete, J. A. Richardson, J. W. in Textile Chemistry, from InThe new course, offered, this Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Col- Allgood, P. W. Stokes, M. Simsons, Jr., J. E. Brittain, A. P. Col- man; Tom C. Berry, senior in
semester, is taught by Walter L. leges, shown above, are (standing, left to right) C. M. J. Jen- lins, and T. C. Berry; (seated, left to right) J. T. Ligon, R. H. Electrioa? Engineering, from
ness, I. E. Ballenger, J. K. Sullivan, H. B. Goff, W. P. DuBose, Ramsev, C. M. Butler, A. N. Stall, J. W. Cobman, J. H. Turner,
Ball, professor of electric en- Jr.,
Greenville; James Edward BritB. C. Austin, J. W. Brunson, M. K. Richardson, J. M. Jones, C. W. Bussey', C. E. Brown, and J. D. Rogers.
gineering.
tain, senior in Electrical EngiIncluded in the Westinghouse
neering, from Horse Shoe, N. C.
contributions are incandescent
Carol Eugene Brown, senior in
lamps ranging in size from a
Agronomy, from Kingstree;
perso-i's thumb, rated at six
James'Wesley Brunson, senior in
watts, to lamps of 750-watt size.
Electrical
Engineering, from
Floui-e^cent tubes range from
Rock HO, Charles Wates Bussey,
rpproximately pencil size, eight
Jr., senior Textile ManufacturBell Telephone Laboratories watts to huge eight-foot models.
ing, from Henderson; Chalmers
of New York and Murray Hill,
The selection also includes
The Clemson College Salk McNair Butler, senior in ElectriDr.
James
H.
Sams,
Clemson
College
dean
of
engineerN. J., has presented Clemson several mercury-vapor lamps,
polio vaccine program, com. cal Engineering, from Hartsville;
College with laboratory equip- heat lamps, infra-red types and
A series of five seminars for ing, will be installed vice-president of the American So- pleted November 9, was not James H Coleman, Jr., senior in
ment for use in electronics and spot lights.
Clemson College industrial man- ciety of Mechanical Engineers at the annual meeting this very successful, according to Textile Manufacturing, from
communications research and
Many of these lamps, reports agement students is being week in New York City. The conclave is set for the Hotel Dr. Robert Clarke, Jr., director Anderson.
instruction.
Professor Ball, will be mounted
of the Student Health Service
Andrew Pickens Collins, senDr. J. N. Thurston, head of in approximate • fixtures and launcn<?d this month. Opening Statler, Nov. 24 through Nov. 29.
of the college. Only seventy ior in Chemical Engineering,
the Clemson electrical engineer- used to illustrate types of equip- Seminar conductor is Charles
Dr. Sams will serve a two three injections were given to from Chester; Joyce E. Cox, sening department, who made the ment now available to illumi- Heitert factory superintendent
year
term. His nomination was Clemson students, although the ior in Animal Husbandry, from
announcement, was instrumen- nating engineers. Student interat
the
Seneca
Jantzen
plant.
announced by the national nom- vaccine was provided free of Loris; William Perry DuBose,
tal in acquiring the instru- est, he says, has already shown
charge by the Public Health senior in Entomology, from DarlFuture seminars will feature
ments. He outlined Clemson's a noticeable increase with the
inating committee at Cleveland, Service.
ington; Homer Buford Goff, Jr.,
Heeds last summer as a transis- arrival of the new equipment. Theron C. Cleveland, Jr., regOhio, during the society's semiBooster shots will be given senior in Electrical Engineering,
tor circuit researchist at the
Fifteen students are now en- ional vice-president, South CarThe Minaret Fraternity, archi- annual meeting in June. A Dec. 3-5 to those students who from Columbia; Lynn A. HenMurray Hill laboratories.
rolled in
the
illumination olina National Bank, Greenville;
Among items received from course, and future plans call for Richard W. Muzzy, manager of tecture honor society, has pledg- member of the ASME for 24 received the previous injections. dricks. senior in Textile EngiBell Telephone are two high- a laboratory class. The course Owens Corning Fiberglas Cor- ed six students and two faculty years, Dr. Sams has been secre- Dr. Clark has urged these stu> neering, from Columbia; Charles
dents to remember the date, as M. Jenness, senior in Mechanifrequency oscilloscopes, two was instigated by R. Neal Camp- poration, Anderson, Russell B. members for 1956-57.
tary and chairman of the Greenvacuum-tube
voltmeters,
a bell, Greenville, a Clemson Newton president, Deering MilThey are John Jeffries, Myr- ville section; chairman of the the booster shots are an im- cal Enair.eering, from Greenville.
portant part of the program.
noise and distortion meter, , a graduate and chairman of the liken Research Corporation, and tle Beach senior; Tom Ford,
James Hoyt Jones, senior in
sweep generator, and valuable Palmetto section of the Illumi- Melford A. Wilson, Clemson Col- Plainsfield, N. J., sophomore; sections committee of the southElectrical Engineering,' from Aneastern
region,
and,
at
the
presmeasuring instruments.
Charles Carson, Kingsport,
nation Engineering Society, lege comptroller.
derson Daniel Dixon Lee, Jr.,
ent time, is a member of the
Although the equipment has through the cooperation of the
Tenn., .sophomore; Larry Roff, nationa* committee on engineersenior in Dairying, from Dillon;
Heitert,
formerly
with
Jantbeen used, relates Dr. Thurston, Hollophane Company, a manuRobert Kennedy and Melvin
james Teddie Ligon, senior in
it is in excellent condition and facturer of lighting materials, zen in Oregon, is reviewing Brown, all Columbia sophomores. ing registration.
Agricultural Engineering, from
methods
of
production
at
Jantwill be ideal in keeping the col- which provided approximately
He will attend the council
Dr. Robert Hunter and John
Easley; Wister Gustave Metz,
zen
and
the
application
of
cost
lege electronics facilities up-to- $700 in equipment.
Mintoi, associate professors of meetings through Tuesday and
senior in Electrical Engineering,
accounting,
motion
and
time
meet
with
student
sections
Weddate.
from Clemson; James O'Hear,
study, and organizational plan- architecture, are faculty selec- nesday. The annual engineering
senior in Architecture, from
ning to the manufacturing pro- tions.
honors banquet will be held
Charleston.
cess.
Wednesday night.
Robert S. Parker, senior in
The
Clemson
Little
TJheatre
is
Dean Sams, a 1924 electrical
Electrical Engineering, from
engineering graduate of Clemson, rehearsing for its second pro- Spartanburg; Ralph Heyward
duction, Tennessee Williams'
Mr. C E. Goodin of the Clemwith a master's, degree in me- "Summer and Smoke." The di- Ramsey, III, senior in Agriculson electrical engineering deAll Clemson students interchanical engineering and a Ph.D. rector is Anthony Ellner of the
partment will present a talk to
ested in taking the National
from the University of Michigan, Clemson Architectural Faculty,
the Amateur Radio Club at 7:30 'The Town of Clemson will Teacher Examination to be
joined Clemson as an associate and the producer is . George C
p m., on December fourth, 1956 hold an election December 15th held Saturday, February 9,
professor in 1936. He became Means, Jr., also of the Archiin Riggf Hall.
to elect a mayor and six coun- 1957, can pick up application
vice-dean of the engineering tectural Faculty.
The purpose of this talk will cilmen for two year terms. The blanks from Mr. J. L. Brock
school in 1947; acting dean in
The play is to be given in the
be to discuss the basic history polls will be open from 8 a. m. or Mr. B. Gentry in Room 102,
1950 and dean in 1951.
Mr.
E.
W.
Lovelace,
Southern
auditorium of the Food Indus
Old
Chemistry
Building.
Comand theory of the modern day until 6 p. m.; voting will be at
He is a member of the South tries Building on December 12,
pleted applications should be Area Representative, A r. m y
transistor. All persons that are the Caihoun-Clemson school.
According to Mr. Hughes, seBallistic Missile Agency, Hunts- Carolina Society of Engineers, 13 and 14, at 8 p. mi.
turned
back
in
by
December
Registration
certificates
will
interested in the subject are inniors and other interested perville, Alabama, will visit the of which he was president in
7.
The
cast
consists
of:
Ann
be
required.
vited co attend.
Placement Office of this col- 1952; the South Carolina State Bond as Alma Winemuller, John sons have not taken full adlege on 18 December 1956, for Board of Engineering Examiners Mackenzie as John Buchanan, vantage of the job procurement
the purpose of recruiting scien- and national council of that Pehn Brewster as the Rev. opportunities offered by the
tists, engineers, metallurgists, board rinee 1948, and a member Winemiller, Maxine Trively as placement office. This can
physicists, and mathematicians of the scientific advisory com- Mrs. Winemiller, Sherry Bruck very likely be due to a gross
for research and development mittee of the state selective ser- as Rosa Gonzales, Charlotte misunderstanding on the part
work on the Army's Guided vice system.
Greer as Nellie Ewell, John of those desiring employment,
Missile Program.
Hunter as Roger Doremus, in that they have not attended
Approximately 700 vacancies
Helen Anderson as Rosemary, the' noon meetings.
These noon meetings are in
exist
at
ABMA
in
a-wide
range
James
O'Hear as Vernon, John
On Tuesday evening, No- traveV freedom form compul- tion was passed a request for of scientific fields too numerous
two parts. One is the luncheon
Deale
as
"Dusty",
and
Ray
Bolvember 20, the Clemson College sory courses in Marxism and warm clothes was issued to the to mention.
meeting at which the company
ton as Archie Kramer.
representatives eat in the dinstudent body sat down to an an- Lenninism' and University students, and a collection of
Promotional opportunities are
A prologue will be presented ing hall as guests of students
nual Thanksgiving feast, but in- autonomy, do hereby give our these clothes will take place
excellent.
Every
engineer
or
by Suzanne Bond as Alma and desiring to know more' about
between
stead of diving right in as is the sympathy and pledge our during the period
The Clemson Canterbury Asusual custom they took time out loyal support to the Hunga- Thanksgiving and Christmas scientist who is employed at sociation of the Episcopal Wesley McClure as John Buch- employers. This affords an exto thoughtfully consider the rian students who, through holidays. The drive will be re- ABMA has the opportunity to Church held its regularly sche- anan when they were both chil- cellent opportunity for the studevelop up to the highest level
dren.
dent to mull over and discuss
plight of the millions of people their courageous actions, have newed on Monday, December 3,
duled meeting last Wednesday
in Communist-oppressed Hun- led the struggle against totali- and will climax on Monday, in government service over
the different aspects of a parevening
with
emphasis
being
$15,000
per
year.
December 10, Human Rights
ticular company. The other is
gary. A presentation was made tarianism.
placed
upon
being
"Well
RounFor example, a graduate with
We extend our
deepest Day.
a short informal discussion held
to the students relating the facts
A drive to cover the top of a Bachelpr's degree starts at ded Christians." The worship
by a company representative
of the revolution, which start- sympathy to the Hungarian
service
was
led
by
Frank
Sams,
immediately after the noon
ed with students and their dem- students who have died be- the wall in front of the Student $373 per month. After six worship chairman. Group dyonstrations for academic free- fore the muzzles of commun- Center with pennies for Hun- months of satisfactory perform- namics was again used rwith
meal. This also gives the student a good opportunity to learn
doms. Figures describing the ist guns while holding a gary will be held, and each ance, he is eligible for promo- particular interest being placed
The T. B. Christmas Seal more about a company.
thousands killed and wounded, peaceful demonstration in the night during the week the con- tion to $444 per month. After a on the Episcopal. General
It is emphasized that, these
and the tens of thousands who hope of obtaining academic tributions will be put into a year of satisfactory perform- Thanksgiving. Afterwards, re- Drive begins this week in the
college barracks. Chairman of meetings are not limited to
have fled for their lives were freedoms — these students giant balance.. The goal of the ance, he is eligible for promo- freshments were served.
drive will be to "out-weigh tion to $509 per month. After
the sale is Dickie Ballenger.
those students who have regugiven, and several examples of have not died in vain.
Plans are now in progress for
Clemson College, through Communism" by filling one side another year of satisfactory perIt is hoped that every stu- larly scheduled personal interstudent opinion were given.
the
annual
Christmas
party,
dent will buy at least some views. Anyone desiring inforThen the student body unani- the coordinated efforts of the of the balance with pennies and formance, he is eligible for
promotion to $586 per month. which will be held on Dec. 12.
stamps, no matter how few, to mation is encoruaged to take
mously passed a resolution pre- United States National Stu- tipping the scales.
The progress of the; drive In other words, he can be probe used on letters and packages advantage of these arrangepared by the Student Govern- dent Association and the
Service, along the wall will be marked moted from $373 per month to nical degrees, graduate study before and during the Christ- ments.
ment organization extending World University
The purpose of these noon
sympathy to the Hungarian stu- pledges its material and mo- with chalk each day, and the $586 per month in 2% years, if leading to more advanced de- mas season. In this way, each
ral support to these Hunga- goal will be to cover the entire he demonstrates the ability to grees.
purchaser of these Christmas meetings is two-fold. The first
dents. The resolution read:
These scientific and engineer- Seals will have a part in help- is that it gives the student a
"We, the student body of rian students and the furth- wall by Human Rights Day. At accept additional responsibiliing positions are not temporary ing control the spread of tuber- chance, without having scheClemson College, in order to erance of their cause for acad- that time a picture of the wall ty.
will be taken, and the hope is ABMA also makes available but are established under a culosis.
duled a regular interview, to
uphold the principles of free-^ emic freedom."
At tne time that this resolu- that it will be entirely covered. to college graduates, with tech- long range program.
Let's make this a 100% sale! obtain information about a
dom of the press, freedom of

Westinghouse Corp.
Donates Equipment
To EE Department

Bell Laboratories
Contributes Much
Needed Equipment

Seminar Series
Launched For
!M Students

Dr. J. H. Sams
IsASMEVeep

Salk Polio Vaccine
Program Was Not
Very Successful

Eight Pleged By
Minaret Society

j^oodin To Speak
"o Radio Club

Mayor, Six Others
To Be Chosen In
Town Elections

Next Theatre
Play Being
Rehearsed Now

NOTICE

Drive Begins For Aid
To Hungarian Students

Ballistic Missile
Agency Offers
High Positions

tural Engineering, from Brevard,
N. C; James Alexander Richard*
son, senior in Agricultural Engineering, from Lancaster; Melvin K. Richardson, senior in
Mechanical Engineering, from
Gastonia N. C; John Davis Rogers, senior in Architecture, from
Easley; Mayrant Simons, Jr.,
junior in Industrial Physics,
from Summerville.
And A. Newton Stall, senior
in Textile Management, from
GreenviTle; Preston W. Stokes,
senior in Chemical Engineering,
from Charleston; James Kirk
Sullivan, senior in Chemistry,
from Greenwood; Joseph S. Taylor, senior in Industrial Management, from Arlington, Va.;
John H. Turner, senior in Electrical Engineering, from Marion.

Reverend Cannon
Featured At Frosh
Council Meeting
The Reverend George Cannon, pastor of the Clemson
Methodist Church, presented
the program at the regular
meeting of the Freshman "Y"
Council on Friday evening, November 16th. He spoke on "A
Plan for Every life."
Several new members were
voted into the Council this
month. They are: Alex McLeod, Jay Hicks, and Wade
Hurley.
Alan Elmore, Bill Turner,
Luther Bigby, Charles Davis,
Mac McCord and Fred Howard
participated in a deputation to
Anderson College on the morning of Nov. 16th. They conducted the devotional and the
Chapel exercises for the college.
The Council has announced
that it is now selling Christmas cards. The cards have been
distributed to the members and
anyone interested in purchasing
these cards are asked to contact any of the Freshman "Y"
Council members.

Midday Meetings
Are Unsuccessful

Canterbury Club
Plans Its Annual
Christmas Party

Christmas Seal
Drive Will Get
Underwav Soon

BEAT FURMAN

company, thereby enabling him
to decide whether or not he
would like to further investigate this particular company. It
could eliminate a fruitless interview, and, on the other hand,
encourage an interview with a
very likely and desirable prospective employer.
The other purpose of these
noon meetings is that a student
may become familiar with a
company, which is not widelyknown, and possibly realize that
this employer has an available
job in which he may be interested. As a special note to
those not graduating in June of
this year, this would be a good
time to secure information and
requirements for summer employment.
Two weeks before a company
visits our campus, literature and
other descriptive material is
placed on tables in the placement office reading room, which
adjoins the office of student affairs. Also,
interviews, appointments can be signed up
for in the placement office.
While interviews are being
held, schedules of interviews
are posted outside the interview room in order that those
who have become interested,
due to the noon meetings or because they failed to schedule in
advance, can find an available
time to talk to the representative. The opportunity is before us, let's capitalize. .
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Aspire To Improve
WHAT DOES the privilege of attending college mean
to you? Are you here to receive the proverbial sheepskin, or are you here to avail yourself of the things for
which a college diploma stands? A diploma may help
you to» receive a satisfactory position upon graduation,
but your future will depend on how well you have prepared yourself during your undergraduate days. Pink
slips and blue slips can be road signs pointing to the state
of existence you can expect to encounter in later years.
In your case, where do the signs point?
There are many reasons why people attend college.
The point in question is not why you came to Clemson,
but what you plan to do with yourself now that you are
here. Clemson, as an institution of higher learning, will
be known by the traits and characteristics you display as
a student and as an alumnus. Each student, by his own
acts and deeds, determines his status as a Country Gentleman. The influence of the Ivy League in matters of
dress is very prominent on our campus. Now let us extend the Ivy League influence to other areas. Let us
seek those ideals which would place the Clemson man in
the same light as the man from Yale.
We Americans tend to place a great* deal of emphasis
on the pragmatic way of life. Sometimes we overlook
the importance of improving our cultural backgrounds.
Liberal arts subjects, especially those in literature, are
often frowned upon by the student who can see no immediate value in taking these courses. The attendance at
the concerts does not give one the impression of any
overwhelming desire on the part of Clemson students to
improve their cultural background. You may or may
not care for a given performer or what he is performing,
but there is still something of value to be obtained in
each concert performance presented at Clemson.
The cooperation of Student Government at Clemson
with the State Student Government Association in inaugurating a State Student Legislature is a major step in
making our education more complete. The representatives from Clemson will have a splendid opportunity to
learn something about governmental operations.
These are but a few of the ways Clemson students can
erase the memories of the expression, "cow college".. We
should always cultivate an increase of scholarship. Increased emphasis on a well-rounded program of scholarship and cultural activities can build a better Clemson, a Clemson which we can be as proud of as Yale students are of their own Alma Mater.

On Campus

with.

(Author ef "Bart/oct Sty with Cktsk," tte.)

LITTLE STORIES WITH BIG MORALS
First Little Story
Once upon a time when the inventors of the airplane
were very small boys, the roof on their house developed
a terrible leak. A repairman was called to fix it. He set
his ladder against the side of the house, but it was a
very tall house and his ladder was not quite long enough
to reach the roof.
"Sir, we have an idea," said the boys who even at that
tender age were resourceful little chaps. "We will get
up on top of the ladder and boost you up on the roof."
So the boys climbed to the top of the ladder, and the
repairman came after them, and they tried to boost him
up on the roof. But, alas, the plan did not work and they
all came tumbling down in a heap.
MORAL: Two Wrights don't make a rung.
Second Little Story
Once upon a time a German exchange student came
from Old Heidelberg to an American university. One
night there was a bull session going on in the room next
to his. "Ach, excuse me," he said timidly to the group of
young men assembled there, "aber what is that heavenly
smell I smell?"
"Why, that is the fragrant aroma of our Philip Morris
cigarettes," said one of the men.
"Himmel, such natural tobacco goodness!"
"It comes in regular size in the handy Snap-Open pack,
or in long size in the new crushproof box.... Won't you
try one?"
"Dankesehon," said the German exchange student
happily, and from that night forward, whenever the men
lit up Philip Morris Cigarettes, he never failed to be
present.
MORAL: Where there's smoke, there's Meyer.
Third Little Story
Once upon a time Penelope, the wife of Ulysses, had
herself a mess of trouble in Ithaca. With her husband
away at the Trojan War, all the local blades were wooing
Penelope like crazy. She stalled them by saying she
wouldn't make her choice until she finished weaving a
rug. Each night when her suitors had gone home, PeneK
ope, that sly minx, would unravel all the weaving she
had done during the day.

* \ty<toflwkteu?ttk UM?'Well sir, one night she left her rug lying outside. It
rained buckets, and the rug got all matted and shrunken,
and Penelope couldn't unwind it. When the suitors came
back in the morning, the poor frantic woman started
running all over the house looking for a place to hide.
Well sir, it happened that Sappho, the poetess, had
come over the night before to write an ode about Penelope's Grecian urn. So she said, "Hey, Penelope, why
don't you hide in this urn? I think it's big enough if you'll
kind of squinch down."
' So Penelope hopped in the urn, and it concealed her
perfectly except for her hair-do which was worn upswept
in the Greek manner.
Well sir, with the suitors pounding on the door, Sappho had to move fast. She whipped out a razor and cut
off Penelope's hair. The suitors looked high and low but
they couldn't find Penelope.
MORAL: A Penny shaved is a Penny urned.
©Max Shulman, 1958

'Are you still wftfc us? If so, settle your shattered nerves teith
v mild and tasty Philip Morris, natural tobacco goodness all
the Kay through, made by the sponsors of this column.'
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Seniors Missing Interview Opportunities;
Physical Education Funds Badly Needed
By John Rogers
DEAD TURKEY
The turkey's dead, the orange is beginning to dry up and the Orange Bowl
is liable to be sort of rancid. On the
other hand, it may be a real victory ball
celebrating the champions of the A.C.C.
conference. At any rate, it will be a good
dance, the Jungaleers always play well
and there's just not much that can compare with a Clemson dance anyway.

DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT

Students Not Given Ample Opportunity To
Acquire Responsibility In Campus Functions
By Ray Wachter
When I was in high school, and even before that time, I was told time and time
again that I should start replacing the indifference and irresponsibility so common
to adolescence with a sense of responsibility and an adeptness for logical thinking.
The strongest argument for this change
was that I would some day be going to
college where these personality traits
would be required if I were to get a good
start in life.
I don't remember ever making a really
honest effort to bring about the transformation, but this particular bit of parental advice did leave me with a mental
picture of what college life would be like.
I saw a college student as a completely
independent person—one who made important decisions and accepted the responsibility for these decisions. I fancied
him a compatible mixture of a hard and
conscientious worker and a lover of good
times.
I finally made it to college, and after
three-and-a-half-years of experience I
must say that some of my mental images
of an institution of higher learning have
never approached reality. My greatest
disappointment came when I first realized
that a student was actually given very
little opportunity to exercise the good
judgment he might have. Since then I
have begun to wonder if a student at
Clemson is allowed a fair chance to develop himself into a really mature person.
The enforcement of limited class cuts
is an insult to a student's intelligence. A
person who is not capable of determining
just where and how his time can be spent
to the best advantage shouldn't be in college—and I'll venture to say that he
wouldn't be if this responsibility were
placed upon him. Some of us would, I'm
sure, over estimate our ability to learn
without being shown, and we would probably suffer for it. But when class cuts
are proved to be the cause of our failures,

OPPORTUNITY MISSED
It may be that seniors are missing some
pretty good job-hunting opportunities by
not taking advantage of the chance to
meet and eat lunch with the representatives of various companies who come to
Clemson to conduct interviews almost
every day. Anyone who would like to
eat with them may do so without making
an appointment by simply meeting them
in the lounge just before dinner or joining them at their table in the dining halL
It may also not be generally known
that after lunch these representatives
give short talks about their particular
companies. The talks are given to anyone who comes, in the meeting rooms
that are announced for the companies
just before the noon meal. An appointment is not necessary for the talks and
after listening a fellow can decide if
he wants an interview.

GET OUT AND RUN
Interesting to note is the fact that Dr.
Poole in his appropriation request of the state legislature last week asked for
an appropriation to provide a physical'
education program here at Clemson and
also money to aid the intramural setup.
Clemson has never had a physical education department as such, though opportunities for physical exercises are
available to the student in limited form.
In other words, a guy can always get out
and run.
It is the opinion of this writer that
the requested money for physical education is definitely needed, but not to
establish a required physical education
course like the one at Georgia Tech, for
instance, but rather to provide facilities for the students' use, facilities not
connected in any way with the athletic department. These facilities should
include a swimming pool, one that can
be enclosed for winter use or opened
for warm weather; additional tennis
courts; and a gymnasium including
basketball courts and equipped with
parallel bars, tumbling mats, bar bells,
boxing equipment, trampolines, and all
the other things that make up a well
equipped gym. Above all, instructors
should be hired to devote their time to
students and not the athletic teams.
All of this is necessary because the present gym is not adequate to accommodate
both the teams and the students who simply want exercise or to learn a sport for
pleasure.

These are priceless opportunities, especially since they are so little trouble
and Jack Shaeffer
and are quite interesting even if they
we can make the necessary adjustments.
don't produce just the job you're looking
We can expect to be confronted with simfor.
ilar situations when we venture into business competition, so why not learn to cope
THE CHANGING SCENE
with them while we are in school.
We
came to school to learn, and the comprehension of that which we find printed in
text books is only a part of the education
we should expect to gain during four years
of college.
The fact that the employment of this
By Carol Hughes and Tom Bradley
"force system" is so wide-spread suggests
Following the appearance of a new colstudent follows the printed laundry regthat there is a reason for it. Perhaps the umn in the TIGER a great deal of quesulations to the letter and then fails to reAmerican system of schooling forces the tion and criticism generally ensues.
To
ceive his laundry on the assigned day,
student to enter college before he is ready avoid any misconception on the part of
then the laundry is at fault and no one
to accept the responsibilities of an adult. the reader, we feel that the purpose of
else!
If this be the case, then thousands of fam- the column should be stated beforehand.
One plan which has been suggested to
ily dollars are wasted annually on tuition We hope that this column will serve to
relieve the inefficiency is that another
fees for unprepared pupils.
present the students' viewpoint on the
shift be added. After careful observation
Compare the records of those students numerous and complex problems of camwe have come to the conclusion that if
who entered college immediately after pus life, and at the same time propose in
there were less hymn-singing and gossipthey finished high school and those who a feasible manner a possible solution to
ping and more work on the part of the
started, for one reason or another, after any problem that may arise.
staff the situation could be improved imthey had reached the age of twenty-one.
One of the foremost problems at the
mensely.
*
The group of older students invariably get present time is the quantity and quality
Another probblem is the hoarding of
more for their tuition money. Since this of the service given by the College launclothes-hangers by the laundry.
When
group is usually subjected to the same re- dry. It has been brought to our attenone goes to the laundry and obtains a
strictions the younger group endures, the tion that the quality of the service could
large number of articles of dry cleaning
preceding statement might seem contra- be increased if it were not for the negliwithout clothes hangers it adds to the air
dictory to the theory that these restric- gence shown on the part of the laundry
of casuality about the campus by giving
tions are more hamrful than they are staff. There is no reason whatsoever for
the impression that one's clothes have
profitable. But it only suggests that those the continual stream of ripped shirts, torn
been slept in. And if by some chance one
who experienced a period of self-susten- sheets, missing buttons, and mismatched
desires a shirt on a clothes-hanger this
ance before entering college were forced socks. It is expected that this will hapservice can be had for only ten cents exto learn those things Which restrictions pen occasionally, but not every week.
tra.
deny the average age student the opporOur College catalogue tells us that the
It should be noted however that the
laundry is equipped with the latest matunity of learning.
students are not entirely without fault.
I say again that the European is better. chinery. This would indicate that the
For instance, there is a quaint practice
There a person is given credit for what he machines are not at fault. Proof of this
that the students seem to think is a type
knows, and the way he got his knowledge statement seems to rest with other launof game. It consists of the throwing of
is not considered important. I believe that dries that do not have these troubles in
laundry bags at the personnel therein.
if we were allowed to work under a simi- such vast quantities.
This is not only an utterly absurd praclar system^-if we were forced to make
As far as quantity is concerned, it would
tice, it is also a vehicle to promote ill-will
decisions and learn from our mistakes— seem only reasonable that if the students
between the laundry personnel and the
that we would profit more from the ac- are expected to abide by the laundry regstudents. We feel that if these few indiquired art of self-management than we ulations pertaining to them, then the stuviduals would refrain from these practido from the additional text book material dents expect the specified amount of launces that a little more cooperation may be
we get under the present system.
seen in the service of the laundry.
dry to be returned on time. When the

No Excuse For Laundry's Contrariness;
Minority of Students Aggravate Condition

A Word To The Wise
By Dickie Ballenger, Student Chaplain
"To believe not that all people are good,
AMERICANISM
Dr. Henry van Dyke—some years ago—*
but that the way to make them better is
defined Americanism in these words:
to trust the whole people.
"What is true Americanism, and where
"To believe that a free state should ofdoes it reside? Its dwelling is in the heart.
fer an example of virtue, sobriety and fair
It speaks a score of dialects, but one landealings to all nations...
guage, follows a hundred paths to the
"To believe that for the existence and
same goal, performs a thousand kinds of
perpetuity of such a state, a man should
service in loyalty to the same ideal which
be willing to give his whole service, in
is its life. True Americanism is this:
property, in labor, and in life."
"To believe that the inalienable rights
of man to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
These words remind us of what Thomas
happiness are given by God.
Jefferson said: "The whole government
"To believe that any form of power that
consists in being honest." And of what
tramples on these is unjust.
Cicero said: "Of all human things noth"To believe that taxation without reping is more honorable or more excellent
resentation is tyranny, that government
than to deserve well of one's country."
must rest upon the consent of the governAnd of what Ovid wrote: "The love of
ed, and that the people shall choose their
country is more powerful than reason it
own rulers.
self." And what Seneca wrote: "To pre
"To believe that freedom must be safeserve the life of citizens is the greatest
guarded by law and order, and that the
virtue in the father of his country."
end of freedom is fair play to all.
Long may our land be bright
"To believe not in a forced equality of
With freedom's holy light;
conditions and estates, but in a true equalProtect us by thy might,
ization of burdens, privileges and opporGreat God, our King.
tunities.
God
has blessed America in the past
"To believe that the selfish interests of
and
He
continues today to pour out blesspersons, classes and sections must be subings
upon
our land and its inhabitants,
ordinated to the welfare of the commonWhat
are
you
doing for God in return?
wealth.

U€M\m$
By SMEDLEY P. FORSYTHE IV
hall before the holidays. Seems
Perhaps if one Dave "Wart- that Satan was not behind you,
head" Moorehead's name was as Preacher.
large as his Cephalic index, then
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
there would be no need to worry
In as much as the announcewith this bit of trivial gossip.
Are you happy, Marco Polo?
ments are scarcely audible in
the dining hall anyway, I sug—SMBDLBY EXPOUNDS
I have the highest of hopes gest that you sing for us Leland,
that the C. D. A. will make suf- Elvis started from the bottom
ficient capital of this Orange too you know. Just ask Alex.
Bowl dance to acquire another
big name band for the Mid Win —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
To Pete Norris. I was quite
ters. Possibilities appear dim
however, with the Jungaleers pleased and impressed to obgetting all this practice.
serve that the color of your hair
—•MEDLEY EXPOUNDS
was the same shade on your re
After last Saturday after turn from Miami. You realize
noon's performance on the grid- of course that Rexall would give
iron, I think perhaps that it up their peroxide line if it were
would be hard for the TIGER not for you.
team ;o even make a soup bowl.
Speaking for the sake of Clem- —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
To Marion Nichols. I hear
son, please beat F. H. S.
that yor made your debut this
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
past weekend. However I un
To Dickie Ballenger. I was derstand that you reversed mat
quite stunned to hear you put ters somewhat when instead of
your best foot forward with that being entertained you were the
cute little quip in the dining entertainer.
—•MIDLEY EXPOUNDS

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

On the aspects of a serious
mattei in this short disertation.
how many of you Americans
have asked yourselves the question: what would life be like in
Hungary?
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

To the Freshmen. On your
departure from Clemson will
you be able to say, veni, vedi
vici?
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

To "BUDDA" Williams. For
your own personal benefit, my
fine round friend, and to avoid
the slander of my name, the
name is SMED-ley, not Smeldey.
I hope tnat you can handle automobiles better than you can
the English language.
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

With the loss in manhours,
along with the price of cigarettes,
in the canteen, the athletic association should be able to build
severai stadiums by the time
that over-size fish pond floods
Death Valla*
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Summer Positions
Offered By Public
Health Service

Sigma Tau Epsilon
Initiates Pledges
Sigma Tau Epsilon, the national arts and sciences scholastic society, received into membership twenty-six newi
members at a formal initiation Monday night in the Old
Chemistry Building. Two new officers were elected from
the new initiates; Or an Trotter was elected secretary of
the organization and Patsy Wertz is the new treasurer.

The Meaning of Who's Who
By Charles Spencer
Thirty-two Clemson College juniors and seniors havt
recently been named to the growing list of Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges,
for the school year 1956-57. These students, who are all
leaders on the Clemson campus, may well consider this
honor the crowning achievement of their academic careers.

The Public Health Service
now offers the opportunity for
vacation employment to
students in engineering or science.
These positions cover a wide
variety of sanitary engineering
activities and offer students experience in a professional field
Membership in Sigma
Tau
seldom available in the preEpsilon is limited to those ju- Carol Hughes, a junior m in"Who's Who" was initiated over thirty years ago, tht
graduate years.
niors and seniors in the School dustrial physics from Greenfirst
annual edition being published for the school year
The
general
nature
and
locacf Arts and Sciences who have ville; Tommy Hutchinson, .an
tions of the assignments are as
maintained a cumulative grade- arts and sciences junior from
1934-35. Every year since, the outstanding seniors, jufollows:
point of at least 2.7.
Rock Hill; Robert Jackson, a
1. Office engineering work on niors, and graduate students at approximately six hunThe following have been ac- junior in pre-med from Manwater supply, water pollution dred accredited four-year colleges and universities in tht
cepted for membership in the ning;
control, radiological health and
Also, William Grady Johnsociety:
general sanitary
engineering United States, Mexico, and Alaska have been given naBarney Austin, a junior in son, an industrial management
programs in Public Health Ser- tional recognition in a bound publication which can bt
education
from
Greenville; junior from Jonesville; Jack
vice Regional Offices, on as- found in many libraries and reference systems across tht
Treze Beasley, an industrial Mahaffey, a senior in educasignment to sanitary engineermanagement junior from Bish- tion from Liberty; Jerry Miller,
country;
ing staffs of State Health Deopville; Wes Betsill, a junior in an industrial management seNew members recently initiated into the Blue Bose, Jr., T. C. Berry, C. M. Butler, K. N. Vick- partments, at the Taft Sanitary
pre-med from Arlington, Vir- nior from Hinckley, Illinois;
Each participating institution is assigned a quota by
ery. (Seated, left to right): J. R. Allgood, H. Engineering Center in CincinKey, National Honor Fraternity, are (standginia; Jack Branch, an arts and Gus Moore, a junior in arts
the
national headquarters of "Who's Who", in Tuscaloosa,
B.
Goff,
J
.H.
Turner,
and
J.
F.
Smoak.
ing, left to right): J. K. Sullivan, W. P. Dunati, Ohio, arid at national headsciences junior from Chester- and sciences from Clearwater,
quarters
in
Washington,
D.
C.
Alabama,
based upon relative enrollment and size of
Florida;
Ballou
Skinner,
an
infield;
John Brown, a junior in pre- dustrial
management junior
2. Field investigation activi- student body. In each case a local group, usually a facmed from Newberry; Pete Bry- from Conway;
ties in water pollution control,
ulty or administrative committee, makes a careful study
an, a chemistry junior
from
Margaret Snider, a senior in
air pollution abatment. enviJoliet, Illinois; Bill Foster, a chemistry from Anderson; Oran
ronmental health and radiolo- of the student leaders and presents the necessary number
senior in industrial
manage- Trotter, an industrial managegical health at various locations of recommendations for membership in "Who's Who".
ment from Columbia; Don Gal- ment junior from Pickens; John
throughout the country.
Students who have been accepted for recognition art
. lup, an education junior from Walker, a junior in industrial
3. Laboratory analysis and inSumter; Donnie Hammond, . a management
from Sheffield,
The Gamma Chapter of Iota strumentation at the Taft Sani- notified directly by Who's Who Among Students in Amerjunior in pre-med from Flor- Alabama; Patsy Wertz, an arts
Agriculturists worlds apart but of a common bond in Lambda Sigma, Industrial Ed-j tary Engineering Center, Cin- ican Universities and Colleges and are required to subence; Bachman Harris, an in- and sciences junior from Penthe
extension service are special first-semester students at ucation Honor Fraternity, of cinnati, at the National Insti- mit their own biographical material. The entire school
dustrial education senior from dleton; Bobby White, a junior
Clemson, met Wednesday night, tutes of Health near Washingin industrial management from Clemson College. Nine representatives of Cambodia, a
Blackville;
ton, D. C, and at various field year is required to compile and print the publication,
Francis Holloday, a senior in Pendleton; and William D. Wil- small rice-planting, forest-laden land in Asia, and one Nov. 7, for the purpose of be- laboratory locations.
stowing
the
Third
Degree
upeach new edition being released during the following
education from Ft. Deposit, Ala- son, an industrial management
each from the South American countries of Nicaragua on four pledges.
4. With the Division of In- summer.
bama; Robert Huey, an arts and junior from Central.
and Uruguay arrived this week to pursue a foods and nu- The new members include: dian Health engaged in field
sciences junior from LancasterWilliam H. Cochran, senior engineering for preliminary deEach, student #vho becomes a member receives withtrition short course. Technical leader is Miss Janie Mc- from Six Mile; Stike D. Para- sign of water supply and sewout cost: a certificate of recognition awarded by the orDill of Winthrop College.
deses, senior from
Columbia; erage facilities,
basic sanitaganization and presented at the school; recognition in tht
Accompanied by two French, visits to the Washington Inter- Charles W. Taylor, senior from tion and direction of vector connationa]
Center,
USDA,
the
AgSavannah,
Ga.;
and
Nathan
F
trol
activities
on
Indian
reserannual "Who's Who" publication for that year in the form
and ore Spanish, interpreters,
vations.
the adult students hope to raise riculturp] Research Center in Kinion, junior of Greenville.
of a write-up of his college and personal record, with a
To .be a member of Iota
Because these short-time asThe Clemson College Army standards of living "back home", Beltsviile, Md., and the DepartLambda Sigma, a student must signments are considered train- listing in the index under his college; benefits of the StuR. O. T. C. unit recently held in predominantly agricultural ment of Health, Education and
be enrolled in the department ing duty only, active duty by dent Placement Service provided by the organization if
an experimental drill which economics, with American know- Welfare.
of
Industrial Education
and undergraduates is not creditable he needs assistance in making employment contacts or
how.
About
two-thirds
of
NicaAt
Clemson,
the
visiting
stuThe James F. Lincoln Arc saw the Regimental Commanhave a "B" average in six ere toward Selective Service oblirecommendations.
"Welding Foundation of Cleve- der acting as a company com- ragua's 1.2 million people are dents will observe the teaching
dits taken in Industrial Educa- gations.
land, Ohio, has announced the mander and an assistant pla- :-ural; approximately 13 per cent and research programs in food
To
have
your
application
contion.
1
Those members who wish to do so can purchase a dis10th'in its series of design com- toon leader commanding the of Uruguay's 2.6 million is en- production, nutrition teaching,
Mr. J. L. Brock, professor of sidered, you must:
petitions for college engineer- battalion.
, gaged in agriculture and liva» general planning and cooperative
tinctive
academic key associating them for life with
1. Be a citizen of the : United
The change took place on a stock raising. Cambodia has lit- community efforts.. They will Vocational Education, is the
ing undergraduates. The Foun"Who's Who".
faculty
advisor,
and
B.
B.
HarStates.
dation is offering $5,000 in cash one day basis upon recommen- tle industry, most of which pro- seek improved methods of pro2. Have completed at least
ris, senior of Blackville, is presawards to students and scholar- dation of the Regimental and cesses farm products.
ducing and distributing food;
In addition to the benefits outlined above, "Who's
two years of engineering or
ident.
ship funds to schools for un- Battalion Staff officers. The
The Cambodian delegation is protective plans of food quality
science
school
during
the
cur.
Who"
is designed to render greater, though less conspictemporary led by Ang-Su, provincial di- from producer to consumer, and HE SHOULD HAVE
dergraduate
mechanical
or purpose of the
rent academic year.
uous service:
chain
of rector of fundamental education, teaching techniques in the ele- SHOPPED LONGER
structural designs in which arc "shake-up" in the
3. Be physically qualified for
welding is used. Actually two command was to enable staff Ministry of National Education. mentary and secondary schools,
A widower who told his friends
appointment.
As a goal to inspire greater effort in those who may not
separate competitions are of- officers to work directly with His work deals exclusively with including the school lunch pro- that he- would never marry
4. Be an enrolled studejit in
fered, one in mechanical and the troops in an instructor ca- improvement in Cambodian gram.
again, suddenly got married. One good standing at an approved otherwise perform to the best of their ability.
pacity. The change i also gave peasant life.
one in structural designs.
Attention will also be given of his golf companions asked him professional school.
As a reminder that time must be used intelligently to
A total of 46 awards will be cadets of lower rank an opporOr Ouk, assigned to the prov- the teaching of nutrition to out- what had happened.
5.
Submit
official
transcripts
bring
the best results from one's college experience.
made, the highest being $1,250. tunity to see the drill carried ince of Battambang; Ouk Soenng, of-school groups. One of the
"I married a girl from Gim- covering undergraduate study to
Winners and their schools also out from a staff officer's posi- to Kompong Thom, and Sok foremost
problems,
delegates bel's," was the answer.
As a means of compensation for outstanding effort and
date.
' receive
national professional tion.
"I usrd to buy at her counter,
Sambroth, to Kandal, are also from the three countries agree,
Packets containing commis- achievement.
Other
drills
of
this
type
are
recognition.
provincial directors of funda- is educating the people to the she was always attractive. One sion application forms and inAny resident college engi- planned for the Army R. O. T.
As a standard of measurement for students comparablt
mental education.
Mrs. Chea importance of nutrition in the day I took her to lunch, and structions have been supplied to
neering undergraduate
may C. unit at later dates in the year
to other
family, community and national then, you know how those things the Dean of Engineering.
Kry,
Mrs.
Chhieng
Nal,
Mme.
recognized scholastic and service organizations.
You
recompete by entering a design based on the successful
develop I married her."
welfare.
Chun
Ponn,
Miss
Tek
Sray
and
may
also
obtain
an
application
sults
that
were
obtained
from
for a machine, machine part,
Said the friend: "Well, now by sending a request to: The
The first two weeks of the
Miss Prum - Chheng - Leang are
structural or structural part the first of this type.
teachers of household and culi- Clemson stay will be devoted to that you're married, what do Surgeon General, U. S. Public
which makes a significant use
nary arts for the Ministry of basic nutrition studies, says Miss you think about it?"
Health Service (DP), Washingof arc welding. Rules booklets
GREENVILLE, S. C.
There was a pause, and then ton 25/ D. C.
National
Education at the Fun- McDill. The second two-week
are available free from The
1
the
newlywed
replied:
"Someperiod
will
take
the
group
into
daments
Education
Center
in
Completed
applications
should
Complete Outfitters to Men, Young Men,
James F. Lincoln Arc Welding
the state on a prolonged "field times I wonder if I couldn't have be submitted before January 1,
Phnom Penh.
Foundation, Cleveland 17, Ohio.
and Students
done
better
at
Macy's."
1957.
Miss Clarysa Monterrojas, of trip." The group will underManagua. Nicaragua, is a home take individual programs, with
A Brazilian dairy farmer- demonstration supervisor for the out-of-£tate places of study yet
teacher-sspecialirt is studying Servicio Tecnico Agricola de to be decided, in early January.
production, processing and mar- Nicaragua. She prticipated in a The Clemson work ends- Feb. 9
keting of dairy products this Family Life Education Scholar- and return to respective homeship in Puerto Rico under aus- lands is scheduled for Feb. 16
semest?' at Clemson College.
Miss Pautilha Guimaraes, one pices ot the Inter-American In- after a revisit to Washington.
The short course is jointly
of 11 children, is professor of stitute of Agricultural Service.
sponsored by the International
Miss
Nelly
Navarette,
of
Cerro
dairying
at
a
teachers'
college
in
Clemson College's livestock
Coopeiation Administration, the
judging team was off for Chi- Brazil for two months of every Largo, Uruguay, is a primary
cago and world competition in year, a vegetable oils technician teache.c in the Ministry of Pub- USDA, and land-grant colleges.
Clemson has been similarly achogs, beef cattle and sheep on in the Ministry of Agriculture, lic Education.
The group arrived in Wash- tive in other agricultural visitaSaturday, Nov. 24. The contest and th? owner-operator of a 1,*is part of the two-week Inter- 900-acre farm with dairy plant. ington, D. C, Oct. 18, to start its tion programs conducted by the
She is employed, a recent ap- four-month study tour with ICA this year.
national Livestock Exposition at
pointment, as a field supervisor
the stockyards.
The Clemson team , with by the Animal Products InspecDial CAnal 4-6331
Coach Dale L. Handlin, profes- tion Division of the agricultural
sor of animal husbandry, left ministry. Upon her return in
224 East Orr Street
early this week. They have July of next year, she will unscheduled 'workouts" en route dertake revitalization of milk
Anderson, South Carolina
at the University of Tennessee, production and distribution in
the
Rio
de
Janiero
milkshed.
in Knoxville; the University of
Miss Guimaraes is putting
Kentucky, in Lexington; Lynnwood Farms (Purdue), in West stress on youth in her future
«\
Lafayette, Ind., and the Univer- work plans for Brazil. Her multiple
studies
at
Clemson
include
sity of Illinois, in Champaignclose relations with South CaroUrbana, 111.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Comprising
the
Chicago lina 4-H and FFA groups. On
bound squad are Roger Chas- her Brazilian farm, with govPoor vision is o cause of 15, 30, 50 percent
tain, Taylors; Richard G. John- ernment assistance in 1951, she
of reading failures among school children?
son, Nichols; Roy N. Mathis, built a four-teacher-rural school
Gaffney; J. E. Cox, Loris; Bob- of 100 pupils, many of whom
by L. Hammond, Edgefield, and are children of the 12 families
IF YOU'VE GOT a Lucky, you've got it made.
^Rutledge H. Hammond, Green- living on the farm.
An International Cooperation
wood. Cox finished fifth in ovThat's 'cause you just can't beat a Lucky for
student, Miss
erall judging at the Southeast- Administration
Which of these is most likely 1o use
taste. Luckies are made of fine tobacco—light,
ern Fair Exposition in Atlanta Guimaraes will complete a' onea telescopic sight? Sea captain.
year study period in this counlast month.
Hunter, Bomber pilot.
naturally good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED
Clemson has made two show- try at *he University of Minneto taste even better. In fact, you'll say Luckies
ings this fall, at Atlanta and at sota (second semester) and ColMemphis' Mid-South Exposi- orado A. & M. (summer school).
are the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked.
tion. The team placed sixth in She will study cheese-making at
cattle at Memphis. Last year, Wisconsin from Feb. 21 to March
What more could you want? Oh, the answer to
entering the Chicago event for 9 after .'eaving Clemson.
In which of these industries
the Stickler! If you're in a light plight, what you
the first time, Clemson producare eye accidents most comed a 10th place in hogs and 16th
need is a Match, Natch!
mon?
Textile, Metal, Meat
In final team scoring among 44
packing.
schools. Iowa State will be defending champion Saturday.
The Chicago
excursion is
WALLET SIZE 2Hx3%
sponsored by the Clemson ani20 for $1.00
to taste better!
mal husbandry department; the
YES! 20 beautiful long lasting
Block and Bridle Club, student
What
percentage
of
industrial
worker*
MIRRORTONE prints, true reproorganization of animal husbanneed glasses? 20%. 40%, 60%.
ductions of original. Simply send
dry students; and the South
only $1.00 with each picture or
Carolina Producers Association.
negative of any size. Your origi-

Foreign Delegations
Studying Nutrition

Iota Lambda Sigma
Bestows Degree
Upon Four Pledges

Rank Shake-Up

Lincoln Arc Welding Gives Officers
Foundation Offers Hew Experience
Many (ash Awards

STONE BROTHERS

School Represented
At Livestock Meet
Held In Chicago

Dairy Specialist
From Brazil Is
Studying Here

Stop everything—start laughing!

Electric City
Printing Co.

How's Your Bye-Q?

Your Favorite
Picture

NOTICE
Mrs. Hugti Z. Graham, from
Greenville, will present a
Christmas program for the
Clemson Women's Club
on
^December 6 at 3:30 p. m. The
fprogram will be presented in
the lounge of the Clemson
House.

"IT'S TOASTED"

STICKLE! MAKE $25

nal will be returned in perfect
condition along with 20 fine finished MIRRORTONE prints of
each pose on highest quality pap-

What percentage of drivers are visually
handicapped without knowing it?
5%,
16%, 50%.

HOME PHOTO
SERVICE
P. O. Box 3276
Station A
Greenville, S. C,

Country Mouse Gift Shop
The Clemson House

Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word rhyming answers.
Both words must have the same number of syllables. (No
drawings, please!) They're so easy, you can think of dozens
in seconds. We'll shell out $25 for every stickler we use—and
for hundreds more that never see print. So send stacks of 'em
with your name, address, college and class to Happy-JoeLucky, Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Should a driver wear sunglasses at night
for headlight glare?
Yes, Sometimes,
Never. -

Luckies Taste Better

answers below

MSAON
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CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER I

FOR ONE STOP CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
Gifts For Every Member Of The Family

Compiled by American Oplometric Association
g>.
• A, T.Co,

PRODUCT Or
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Tigers Point For Bowl Bid
Against Furman In Finale

FINAL SCORE: CLEMSON 7 - VIRGINIA 0

Purple Hurricane Have
Sm^ Strong Sophomore Club
Bengals Set
By Jerry Ausband
For Big Score
TO THESE INDIVIDUALS
TO MR. JAKE PENLAND, SPORTS EDITOR THE
STATE: "Our "unbiased" friend, we just want to say On Saturday

By Bill Crosson, Assoc. Sports Editor, THE TIGER
SATURDAY AFTERNOON marks the end of football season for the Tigers. Rated as the "dark horse" of the Atlantic Coast Conference in pre-season speculation, the
Bengals have fought all the way to take their first league
championship. The only thing needed now is a win over
Furman to insure an Orange Bowl bid.
SLATED as just another game
three months ago, the contest
has no i.v come into national importance as the "do or die" day
for the Men of Calhoun.
Furman, with a not too impressive record of 2 wins and 7
losses', nas played a much stronger brand of ball than is indicated. Getting off to a shaky
start, it was not until their fifth

the Hurricane raged to over-

Although Rudy Hayes (33)
score the winning- touchdown,
to the Virginia one-half yard
ening quarter. Jim Coleman

didn't actually
he drives here
line in the op(22) is shown

faking- to his right, while Charlie Bussey (10)
looks hopefully back after his handoff for the
six points.

Cavaliers Fall As Bengals Take
Atlantic Coast Championship

that although the University of South Carolina had its CLEMSON, with the Atlantic
power them, but could claim
only a moral victory by a 7-0
first winning season in several years, the Gamecocks are Coast Conference already wrapdefeat.
not the best team in the ACC. They have been beaten ped up, apparently will have to
However, they weren't to be
run
up
a
right
sizable
score
twice in the conference and once outside the conference.
denied in a 27-13 romp through
against Furman this weekend to
Davidson, the very next weekSo, you say, look at the comparative scores between make sure the Tigers get the
end in Charlotte.
common opponents of both the Tigers and Birds. Let us Orange Bowl bid. At least, that's
By Tom Anderson, III
do that: Clemson lost to Miami 21-0; it was a 14-6 score the impression people around
EVEN THOUGH the Tigers THOSE MULTI-COLORED oranges retained a definite Three Are Tied
have formed since the
tower over the Purple Wind in purple and orange hue last Saturday afternoon as 16,000
against the Gamecocks you say in degrading the Tigers. Clemson
announcement was made that
every department except passing
It was also the Hurricane's first game, while your USC the ACC post-season represenFor Intramural
and kicking, not to mention the chilled Iptay-Band Day fans witnessed Coach Frank Howbuddies had rlready beaten Duke (a formidable win it tative would not be chosen until
ard's
once-beaten
Tigers
claw
out
their
first
Atlantic
win-lost column, coach Homer
Foot-ball Champ
will have to be admitted) which certainly made the dif- after the Tigers' last game.
Hobb's young squad would enjoy Coast Conference championship with a cautious 7-0 conIntramural football Is coming
The
Tigers
have
not
"poured
nothing
more
than
to
obliterate
ference in scores—a one game advantage is certainly a
quest of an inspired Virginia Cavalier club. The Virgin- to a close with Section 31, Secit on" anyone this season. With
each loyal Clemson fan's dream
booster to any team—why didn't you win?
the exception of the Presbyterian
by avenging last year's devastat- ians, obviously out to derail the front runners, presented tion 30, and the Vets Club tied
Take Virginia, the Tigers' latest victim. You say the game no opponent has been beating 40-i,0 loss with as large a their peak performance for the season, but failed to capi- for the lead. The playoffs for
en more than two touchdowns.
triumph as possible.
Tigers were unimpressive with only a 7-0 victory. You The
talize on two opportunities in the third quarter.
the championship will begin
players themselves appear
Eighteen boys will don their The Country Gentlemen, seemalso say that the Birds were impressive in their 27-13 vic- to be confident that, if they
^Vednesday,
November 28, and
respective team colors for the ingly much superior to Coach and came through with 54 of
tory over the Cavaliers. Comparative scores seem to in- can make one or two scores, the
last time Saturday, five for Fur- Ben Martin's charges, provided Clemson's 227 rushing yards. the final game will be held the
dicate a stronger Tiger defense and a weaker offense opposition can be held to the
following Friday.
man and thirteen for Clemson. Clemsor. followers with a seven
necessary margin.
Leading this array of senior point cushion late in the initial Howard cited the stellar perIntra-.nural Basketball begins
than the Gamecocks.
talent are Joel Wells and Jerry canto when slender Charlie Bus- formance of Bill Hudson, a prob December 5, and all organizaHowever, note, please, the score of the Carolina-Clem- COACH FRANK Howard says
Penland, reputed as the best in sey sneaked into the double able aP-conference tackle, as tions are urged to form teami
son game—7-0. A weaker offense, you say, and a strong- "there have actually been only a
well as Bill Thomas, who did a End enter the competition. A. W.
the stnte. Joel, who is aiming stripes from a few feet out.
very capable job filling in for Norman, intramural athletic dier defense certainly! But, it was certainly no weaker couple of times this season when
at the coveted 2000 yard mark
our defense looked bad and there
for his career, has a rushing torector, has asked that all organBUSSEY'S SCORING act cul- injured center Donnie Bunton.
offense that rolled to seven points.
have been quite a few occasions
tal of 1821 markers, averaging minated a lightning-like drive
izations wishing to enter a team
We take the Maryland game. You say the Tigers, by when I thought we should have
BOB JENNINGS
JUtf BAKHTIAR, a bruising put the name of the organiza4.3 per carry so far this season.
from the Virginia 41, where Joel
scored
more
but
a
missed
block
comparative score, should be weaker than North Carofullback from Abadan, Iran, tion, their manager's name, and
Furman's right halfback, Jeror a penalty there stopped game that the Hurricane finally ry Penland, is currently aiming Wells was finally nailed after made the Cavaliers a contender
lina or South Carolina. We say, Maryland had eight here
their manager's room number oa
blew
down
an
opponent.
The
an
eleven-yard
return
of
Nelson
a drive. But we have a pretty
Yarborough's low punt. Jim throughout the game. The 200 a sheet of paper.
first stringers put when they played North Carolina, and sound oall club and I would like Citade: was the first victim, by
Coleman and Rudy Hayes com- pound junior harassed the Tiger
seven were out for the South Carolina game. It makes a to see them get back to the form a score of 7-0.
THEY ARE requested to drop
bined for a total of 40 yards in both offensively and defensive
After
having
lost
to
the
Tigers
they showed in the South Carodifference, Jakie. So does Mike Sandusky.
six plays and the toy cannon ly, picking up 83 yards on 17 this information in a box rein the Big Thursday classic, the
lina and VPI games."
Take the game with Wake Forest: the Tigers won 17-0
sounded off as Bussey churned attempts and contributing a served for this purpose at the
Clemson's first unit has not Gamecocks of South Carolina
over for the six-pointer. Charlie superb *how against the Country dormitory office. A schedule of
on two touchdowns and Horace Turbeville's field goal. been completely together since journeyed to Greenville to rekicked true for the point. The Gentlemen's erratic offense, all the games will be published
The Gamecocks won 13-0 on two touchdowns with only the South Carolina game when ceive a scare that almost turned
first
quarter ended shortly there- which reached high gear but few as soon as the league is formed.
got hurt. The into an upset. Furman knocked
one extra point and no field goal. Where was Carolina Dick Marasfea
after with the home team out times during the afternoon.
go+ Rudy Hayes next, then on the uoor of the Carolina goal
Perhaps Clemson followers' licking of Homer Hobbs' BreeM,
front by seven.
and why didn't they whip the Deacons more than the "bug"
more
than
once,
but
were
unDonnie Bunton and Charlie
thoughts were overshadowed by possessors of a meager 2-7 rec"unimpressive" Tigers And, the big question: would Bussey have somehow stuck it able to <core more than a single
ANTICIPATING several more the extremely elusive question— ord, will, in all probability, send
snd were turned away,
USC have won had Bill Barnes been able to play to his out despite a stoved thumb and time,
Tiger touchdown tours, the Were we impressive enough? the King of the A. C. C. to
13-6.
a bruised hip. Bill Thomas and
fullest ability?
highly partisan Band - IPTAY Evidently so, having now learn- Miami late in December.
Something happened against
Jim McCanless of the alternate
crowd was dismayed as the con- ed tha* the Orange Bowl electors
Now comes the goody part! We beat the Wolfpack of team have also seen a lot of Florida State, because the GaWe enjoy the children having
test become a defensive struggle. posstponed their much-discussed
tors
overwhelmed
them,
42-7.
North Caroline State 13-7, and it will be admitted that it sideline duty.
Penalty
and a rugged Virginia meeting until after the Clemson- pets—until the pets start having
West Virginia's Mountaineers,
was a hard earned victory. However, we note with parline offset the Tigers' offensive Furman tilt Saturday. A good children
a fella gets hurt and boasting a strong eleven, invaded
tactics jn the second period, alticular interest that the Gamecocks could not earn a you"WHEN
Furman's
Sirrine
Stadium
for
have to move somebody up,
though one sustained drive carhard won victory1 as they went down to defeat 14-7 before it breaks up the puzzle," Howard
ried the Men Of Howard inside
a great 'Pack. What say, Penland?
voiced recently. 'This hinders
BILL BAKER
the visitors' 30. A few punt exYou must realize that Clemson has not shown its full practice and, when Saturday
changes later, the half ended
at
the
Southern
Conference
rush,
around, you have to put a
without a change on the scorepower in their last three outings. With a tie at the hands rolls
ing
title,
needing
only
66
yards
'cold player' into the game. A
to accomplish this feat. Aver board.
VISIT
of the Terrapins of Maryland when Maryland was at full good example of this is MaryThe ihird quarter saw the Tiaging
an
even
five
yards
per
land
this'
year.
That
team
playstrength and ready, willing, but not too able. They wanttry, the flashy junior will be a gers again denied by a Bob
ed the game worse than we did, everyone admits—they ed 10 games and Coach (Tommy)
definite threat to the mighty Ti Gunderman - sparked Cavalier
Mont started 10 different backdefense and a 15-yard clipping
almost got it. Miami was 'too much for the Tigers; no fields. You can really feel those
ger forward wall.
setback.
Virginia blew their only
Defensively,
Jimmy
Jennings,
one will deny that. On the other hand, the Hurricane injuries."
serious
scoring
threat in this
captain-elect at center, has turnwas not that /ood—the team members were slightly un- Whether the other seven ACC
period when Ulmo Randle, a
ed
into
an
unusually
fine
line
NEW LOCATION
der the weather after the tie with the Terps and nothing teams want to see Clemson run
backer. He personally accounts swift, diminutive halfback, boba nig margin against Furman
bled
a
pitchout
and
Charlie
went right. An excuse, maybe! But, again, the Tigers up
for seven or more tackles in each
or if they just want to see a six
game and helps a great deal in Home recovered at his 15.
never stopped trying.
805 South Main Street
or 12 point win is not known.
tightening up the rushing deYou, Jake Penland, can say all you will about the Vir- But apparently the Tigers themFOUR
INCOMPLETE
passes
fense lor his team.
put a quick end to a 72 yard
ginia game. We wori by only one touchdown it's true. selves know the stakes are high
and will be out to prove that
Whatever the reason Bussy did not run more variations they will be a worthy opponent
DEPTH-WISE, the Purple and Tiger march in the final quarter,
By appointment purveyors of soap to the late King George VI, Yardley S Co, ltd, LeadM
White are at a distinct disad- and Horace Turbeville was sent
is not for us to argue over now, the fact is that his plays to Colorado in the Orange
JIM GRANT
in
to
insure
victory
with
a
field
vantage. Besides the fact of not
were limited makes a difference—if you listened as you Bowl.
goal. The Camden quarterback
what appeared to practically possessing two complete teams, kicked to the left, however, and
said, you might have listened with an open mind.
everyone as a fairly easy game the Greenvillians barely have thus ended Clemson's scoring opJake, why don't you come up and see the Tigers, a
for the mountain lads. Again
(Continued on Page 6)
portunity. The Cavaliers, whose
good team, play once in a while? Are you afraid, or will (,,
touted aerial attack never ma
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
terialized, began to throw in
they not let you inside the gates? That will certainly
final desperation, but the big
not be the case for the Furman game—we want you to
play was never realized. The
see a fine ball club in action for a change.
game ended as Wells intercepted
TO MR. WARREN GIESE, HEAD COACH, UNIVERon the Clemson 2.
Chanottlesville, North CaroHaver, carried a dozen times
SITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA: You saw Bill Barnes of lina was the scene of a 3.9 mile
Wake Forest just enough to see him get his 1,000 yards cross-country track meet on Nooffensively. He was an injured player, and it is general vember 19. Eight colleges and
universities participated in the
opinion that with Barnes at full strength, your "rough 'n' meet.
The order of placement
ready" Birds would not have fared so well. Mr. Barnes was as follows: UNC-36 points,
Md. 81, UVa 96, Clemson 115,
is a great fullback, there's no getting around that.
However, you made an abominable statement in that NCS 131, W. F. 137, Duke 164,
N
USC 165. The ruling being that
you would rather have Barnes than the Tigers' Joel the team with the least points
Wells. How shrewd you are! You saw Joel run all wins the meet.
W.TH
over your "touted" defense, and you saw crippled Barnes A new record' for the ACC
Here's an opportunity for
-tun all over your "touted" defense. You concentrated was set by Jim Beatty of UNC
a career with one of the
v/ho accomplished the feat in 18
on Wells—you concentrated on Barnes. The story is minutes 54.9 seconds. Trailing
nation's most rapidly exthat when you concentrate on one Tiger backfieldman, not very far behind was Harold
panding chemical companies. If you will have a
you goof, for any one of the Tiger backs can carry a Tinsly oi Clemson, who finished
BS or MS degree in...
in 20:41. Tinsly won a gold
horse's load.
medal for his performance and
You say you would rather have Barnes than Wells— helped Clemson finish in the
• CHEMISTRY
maybe you had, but it's a good bet that any smart coach top half of the meet.
• ENGINEERING
would rather have both a good defensive and offensive Walt Tyler of Clemson who
Chemical
Mechanical
Civil
man who plays well with his team than one who has to finished the course in 20:57 just
a gold medal by a halfMining
Electrical
carry the'entire backfield's load and who is not the most missed
stride ..The other men repre.. .a Hercules representative
outstanding defensive back by any means. Mr. Giese, senting Clemson in the meet
will
be on the campus to
you know your basics, and you know your plays, but do were John Brown, who finished
discuss with you employin
21:33,
George
Venturella
21:49,
you know a good player when you see him?
ment opportunities in. ••*«
and John P. Beason 22:01.
'TO MR. MAC McGREW, SPORTS STAFF, THE All track meets and coaching
• RESEARCH
STATE: You are a fine writer, and you above all almost is under the sole direction of «W
AN NOW TH' LOSING CCKH CCWE5 Off IK HELP ON TH'SHOUUXtS Of?
• SALES
saw the inside story on the Virginia game. However, it Coach "Rock" Norman who has
• PRODUCTION
coaching basketball, footis believed that too much of your boss's animosity is been
New! Yardley Shower Shampoo
ball, ana track at Clemson for
' • ENGINEERING
wearing off on you.
many years. "Rock" has been
for men
Arrangements for interTO MR. BILL MURRAY, HEAD COACH DUKE UNI- directly responsible for culti
• designed especially for the texture of men's hair
views should be made
VERSITY: You have a great team, probably second on- vating .interest and encouraging
—Greenville-—
through your placement
participation in athletics at
• lathers luxuriously, rinses quickly
ly to Clemson. That is not quite as biased a statement Clemson He is certainly to be
office.
as Jake Penland might have made. You have admitted congratulated for producing fine
• leaves hair clean, lustrous, easy to manage
g£RC(Jl£S POWDER COMAMT&
QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
your season's record does not warrant a bowl game. We track teams at Clemson year
• hangs up in shower... sports hinged loss-proof cap
Wilmington 99, Del. '
are not geing facetious when we concur—Clemson's rec- after year.
YOUNG
MEN
ord is one of the best in the South, and it is the best that
Handiest new way to wash your hair! At your campus store, *1
DECEMBER 12
A man can do more than he
the ACC can hope to gain.
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville
thinks he can, but usually less
Yardley products for America are created in England and finished in the U.S.A. from the original Ingot*
( Continued on Page 5)
than he thinks he does.
formulae, combining imported and domestic ingredients. Yardley of London, Ine, 620 Fifth Ave, H.VA
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Winds Up Season
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Basketeers Open New Season Against Duke
Furman Game
Features Dads
And AF Unit

1
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SIX OF RETURNING LETTERMEN

Follow The Tigers!
Tuesday, Dec. 4—Duke, home*
Saturday, Dec. 8—North Carolina at Charlotte, N. C*
Tuesday, Dec. 11—N. C. State at Clemson*
Saturday, Dec. 15—The Citadel, away
Mon., Wed., Dec. 17-19—Carrousel Classic,
. Charlotte, N. C.
Thurs., Fri., Dec. 27-28—Gator Bowl Tournament,
Jacksonville, Fla.
Friday, Jan. 4—Maryland, home*
,
Friday, Jan. 11—North Carolina, away*
Saturday, Jan. 12—Duke, away
Friday, Jan. 18—Furman, home
Friday, Feb. 1—Wake Forest, away*
Saturday, Feb. 2—N. C. State, away*
Saturday, Feb. 9—Wake Forest, home*
Tuesday, Feb. 12—South Carolina, home*
Friday, Feb. 15—The Citadel, home
Saturday, Feb. 16—Virginia, home* ,
Thursday, Feb. 21—Furman, away
Saturday, Feb. 23—Virginia, away*
Monday, Feb. 25—Maryland, away*
Saturday,' March 2—South Carolina, away*
Thurs., Sat., March 7-9—ACC Tournament, Raleigh, N. C.
""Conference game.

By Nick Carter
Like father, like son, is the
motto for this Saturday's game
as the annual tribute to the
fathers of Tiger students is
made. Dad's Day, a tradition at
Clemson will be observed during halUime ceremonies. The
Dads of the football team will be
introduced at halftime, and each
will be wearing his son's respective number.
An s.ddSS halftime attraction
for the fans will be the U. S.
Charlie Bryan, head football manager, is seen showing his ap- A. F. Drum & Bugle Corps, which
proval in the game against Carolina. Pete Norris, coming up
fast from the rear, is about to hug Charlie in jubilation over is being flown down for their
the score of the game, while John Bracknell yells with joy in performance by the 706 Troop
carrier Squad of the U. S. A. 1
the background.
Reserve Perhaps the most spectacular Drum & Bugle Corps in
the world, the group has performed on three continents. After each performance the spectators have expressed amazement
at the musicianship and perfect Here are the Tigers' hopefuls for a successful Cameron, guard; Dickie Yeary, guard; Ed
season. Reading clockwise starting in the Brinkley, center-forward; and Vinnie Yockel,
(Continued From Page 4)
marching skill of the Corps.
By Bill Crosson, Assoc. Sports Editor, THE TIGER
upper left hand corner are: Eddie Moncrief, forward,
TO THE ORANGE BOWL
Organized
in
December
1949
Performing as the true unsung heroes of football are under the supervision of Colonel forward; Gene Seay, center-forward; Tom •
Yes, the Tigers should go to the Orange Bowl although
the managers. The Tiger team has three of these hard- George S. Howard, Chief of
some few Clemson students choose to think otherwist.
working individuals, Charlie Bryan, Pete Norris, and Bands & Music, U. S. A. F., the
Those few have the right, but not the insight that tht
Corps had a very modest beginJohn Bracknell. •
majority of their fellow students have.
ning,
in
which
its
performances
Charlie, leading the trio as equipment and hooks on the
were
confined
to
its
home
station
Clemson has puttered along during the last few games,
head manager, hails from Co- field, plus the Coca-Colas, ice,
at
Boiling
Air
Force
Base
in
and
towels
for
not
only
their
but
what is in store for Furman University? The former
lumbia. A graduate of Dreher
The U. S.
High School, he is a 20 year old own tiam, but the visitors as Washington, D. C.
sports
editor of* the Furman HORNET says that feeling
junior majoring in Industrial well. The clock and scoreboard A. F. Drum & Bugle Corps has
By
Jerry
Ausband,
Sports
Editor
THE
TIGER
is
high
on the Furman campus for an upset win for the
achieved
a
position
of
internamust be ready to operate and
Management.
tional
eminence.
Hornets.
Some of you also say this—why?
CLEMSON'S
REJUVENATED
Tiger
basketballers
open
everything
in
preparation
for
the
Greenvilleite Pete Norris, afThe Corps annually makes a the new season Tuesday night with its first conference
ter spending four years in the invading team's dressing room.
The Tigers are conference champions for the first time
service, is a junior in Animal All this must be accomplished two month tour of Europe, ap- game against the Duke University Blue Devils in the
since the ACC was organized. That makes only their
Husbandry, starting his second long before game time, so it is pearing before a minimum of
second championship of any kind since Clemson led tht
Clemson
Field
House.
Game
time
is
slated
for
8:00
p.
m.
begun the Monday befort a Sat- one million people. It has parseason helping the team.
Duke, who held down fourth
ticipate't in every major parade
march from the Southern Conference.
Coming to the Tigers from urday contest.
By Elvis Carter
When an out of town fracus in the United States, and it has place m the fastest conference in years. Last year, Yarborough
Plum Branch, John Brooknell,
And yet, some of you say that the Tigers should not go
CLEMSON'S MERMEN are
sophomore Industrial Manage- is to be played, there is much appeared on Dave Garroway's the United States last year, is ex- broke into Clemson athletic histo
the Bowl in Miami. Is this spirit or is this negligence
ment major, initiates his first more to do. These labors are "Wide Wide World" television pected to field one of the finest tory with 14 school records to hard at work thrashing the waon
your part? Have you seen the home games and have
teams
in
the
conference
this
show.
On
the
diplomatic
side,
his
credit.
initiated
by
placing
the
travelmanaging experience this year.
ter lanes in preparation for their
Only one senior other than coming clashes with the Univer- you listened to all of the out of town games (everyone
ARRIVING AT school in the ing bags by the long rows of it has played for President year. The Blue Devils under
last woek in August, these boys benche? Every man that is on Eisenhower, Princess Margaret Harold Bradley, now in his Yarborough returns to the Tigers sity of Virginia and University should have seen the Carolina game)? Are you qualiactually begin work before the the traveling squad finds his of Great Britain, and! many other seventh year as head basketball this year, center-forward Gene of Maryland tankmen.
fied to say that Clemson is a poor team?
coach, should hold their position Seay, from Greenville. Juniors
players The practice uniforms game jersey and pants on top-of famous world personalities.
The Tigers are expecting stiff
We on the TIGER sports staff have confidence in our
Here ie the perfect Drum and in the conference and could bet- Ed Brinkley at center7forward, competition from Virginia this
must be checked, organized, and a bag. The day slated for deEddie Moncrief at forward, year but don't expect too much team. Have you? We on the staff think our team is
issued fcefore anything can be parture is a time of each indi- Bugle Ccrps. One that not only ter it.
However, the Devils are crip- Vince Yockel at forward, Tom
done on the field. Their duties vidual to put all other parapha- creates a sensation wherever ft
trouble from Maryland. It was going to the Orange Bowl.
start about five o'clock in the nalia along with his game togs. appears and, as stated by the pled somewhat due to the loss Cameron at guard, Dick Yeary Virginia who shaded Clemson
morning all through the summer, Before everything can be stuffed Wilmington Starnews, 'One that of both Joe Belmont and Ronnie at guard, Bob Fisher at center, last year in the "Y" pool at
by waking the hundred or so into a duffle bag, it must be mesmerizes onlookers," but one Mayer, two first rate basket- and Red Landers at guard are Clemson by a score of 44-40.
expected to bear the brunt of The tankmen have expressed
boys oa the freshman and var- checked by a manager, who then of which the United States Air ballers.
other court positions although their desire to avenge that loss
sity squads for the six o'clock throws it on a truck to be car- Force as well as every American
—ENGINEERSRETURNING LETTERMEN for the sophomores from last year's this year by outdoing Virginia
ried IA.< Greenville with the kit can be justly proud.
•workout.
the Imps are Jim Newcome and freshman team are pushing hard
Whe^ Coach Howard calls an and extra equipment.
GREENVILLE,
SOUTH CAROLINA
in their own pool.
Paul Srhmidt at forwards and for starting positions.
The players follow the truck
inside meeting, it gives the three
This
year's
Maryland
team
is
guards Bucky Allen and Bobby
Junius Smith, guard, Fred Dea chance to gather all the dirty to the Greenville airport where
not expected kr-pe strong due to
Coach "Rock" Norman will Joe Harris. Harris was the fifth Berry, forward, Doug Hoffman,
laundry and distribute clean to the roll is checked prior to
the fact that this is Maryland's
leading
scorer
for
the
Devils
last
boarding
their
chartered
plane.
forward,
and
Robbie
Lindsay,
lift
the
curtain
on
the
1956-57
each locker. At the beginning
forward make up the contingent first swimming ,team. Without
of practice on the field, the When all necessary baggage is edition of the freshman bas- year.
experienced lettermen on MaryANDERSON, S. C.
Dick
Eosenthal,
a
senior
in
his
trying for that starting or secketball squad Saturday night
medi'-ine kit, with its rolls of secure, the team departs.
land's team, this one should be
last
season
for
the
Dukes,
will
UPON
ARRIVING
in
a
city,
against
the
Western
Carolina
ond
team
line-up.
tape ar.d bandages, smelling
FARM IMPLEMENTS
SPORTING GOODS
a snap for the more experienced
Sophomores Jim Lewis, and
salts, merthiolate, etc., must be the stadium is found where frosh on the Carolinians' home surely be one of the top reserves
Tigers.
Serving
This
Section
Since
1895
for
Bradley's
crew.
Hayes
ClemJim Hudson are both ineligible
carried out along with spare sweat clothes are doned and court.
ent
and
Jerry
Robertson,
both
cramped
muscles
are
loosened.
for
play
this
year
because
of
cleats and shoe laces. After this,
Head basketball coach Press
THE TIGERS will be led by
its back to the field house to be- After an hour of exercise, the Maravich said in an interview standi.ife six feet six inches will ACC rules prohibiting a man co-capu>ins Bonum Wilson of
be
fighting
it
out
for
the
startfrom playing until after one
gin on game uniforms and new boys a^fc escorted to a hotel. Monday that he was pleased
Charleston and Wes Millard of
Here the managers find where with the Baby Tigers' response ing center position.
year of enrollment.
equipment.
Sumtev.. Wilson will be active
In
1955.
the
Blue
Devils
set
a
each
is
rooming
and
presents
Some of the duties for a home
Norman's Baby Bengals will
in the sprints while Millard will
new
school
record
against
the
THE TIGERS with only one
game include getting the extra him with a key, along with a play their second game of the
be holding down the distance
Tigers
scoring
45
field
goals
and
conference
win
during
the
four
season as part of a doubleevents Also expected to show
header Tuesday night against 115 points aggregate. Last sea- vears of conference play won up well will be Mac.Hendee in
son
the
Imps
won
19
and
lost
7
nine games last year including
Spariar-burg Junior College
the sprints and Louis Ackerman
while their varsity brothers everymore indicating the-tough- the conference win over the Uni- in the sprints and breaststroke
ness
of
the
ACC
circuit.
Duke
versity
of
Virginia,
and
others
entertain Duke. The frosh
won the conference champion- over Florida State, Tennessee, events. Eric Phillpott will also
game is slated for 6:30.
ship in 1954 winning 21 and los- Louisiana State, South Carolina participate in the breaststroke.
Jonn Dowdle will be Cleming
six.
(tournament), Miama (Fla.),
schedule of where to be, at what
son's big gun in the backstroke
Furman, The Citadel (2).
time. At supper a movie is
CLEMSON, UNDER their new
In holiday tournaments last event with assistance from Pete
agreed apon and everyone goes
coach,
Press
Maravich,
should
be
Christmas,
the Tigers won the Murphy. The divers this year
in the same bus. Ten-thirty
are in the personnage of Mac
usually finds all in bed with a the te-im to watch in the confer- Gator Bowl championship with McCah?n and Bernie Erving.
ence
this
year.
Working
hard
wins
over
LSU
and
Carolina.
new magazine brought to them
since ACC rules permitted prac- Clemson was second only to con(Continued on Page 6) •
by their assistants.
tice +o begin, the quintets have ference third placer Wake ForBreakfast is fairly early, and come a *.ong way from last seaest in the Carrousel Tournament
FANT'S CAMERA
Roses to the troops and coeds great with the fans and with the then bqck to bed until eleven. son when they could only win in Charlotte, North Carolina. In
Now
the
pre-game
meal
is
served
troops.
SHOP, INC.
nine
and
lose
17.
the Senior Bowl Tournament,
■who were here to support the
before departure at twelve.
ORANGE BOWL BALL
Everything Photographic
Maravich
said
in
an
interview
the
Tigers
lost
to
Spring
Hill
Tigers Saturday in their 7-0 win . This Saturday we can look for Taping takes up the remaining
"Between the Banks"
over Virginia. Now that holi- another good show from them, time 'til a half-hour to game Monday that he was still not University, Alabama, while win- 105 E. Whirner ~ CA 4-0707
satisfied
with
the
teams
play
alning in a consolation game over
days an over and an Orange those Bengals rearing to go, and time. . The managers, busy with
Andersen, S. C.
Bowl bid hinges on the outcome fabulous time if everyone has last - minute details, recheck though they did look fairly good Miami of Florida.
on
offense.
He,
said
that
their
o fthe Furman game this Sat- dates (be ye lucky). We'll cele- everything to be sure nothing is
urday, everyone should be rear- brate our Orange Bowl bid early wanting, and then are seen on weakest point right now is deYou've been contacted by many
ing to raise a little hell in the at the OB Ball Saturday night the field in their coveralls, help- fense.
The Tigers will run a new
IT'S FOR REAL!
by
Chester
Field
form of peppy support of our in honor of the team.
companies,
all offering many and
ing in time-outs and errands.
style of basketball this year. The
orange juice cause.
IN THE FUTURE
RECEIVING THE equipment, Eastern style of play patterns
varied advantages. But you owe it to
PEP PALLY
Basketball season opens for checking losses, repairing dam- employing the 'fast break at the
yourself to consider which of these
We will have a pep rally Fri- the '56-'57 Bengal basketeers age, ar.d sending material back right moments in a new instituday night after supper. The band Tuesday night in the "dark to the factory for major remold- tion by Coach Maravich to the
will, in the long run, offer a future
will be there and challenges the room" as the Tigers take on mgs, etc., are only a part of South Carolina basketball cirthat
will keep pace with your ability.j
rest of the student body to an Duke's rebuilding Blue Devils. the tasks facing them after the
cles.
organized noise - making duel.
The Cheerleaders will be at all season has drawn to a close.
Let's raise enough cain so that home games, and some road
BILL YARBOROUGH, who
After packing the old gear,
our neighboring high school Hur- games, to lend a little leader- taking a complete inventory, and has been declared eligible for the
. At Martin you'll have a chance
ricane backers in Greenville will ship to the cheering this season.
ordering new material, the job firsst 13 games of the season by
to
measure your background against
be terrified.
Clemson is up-and-coming in is complete until next spring. the ACC, will probably be the
the
nardwood
game,
so
let's
do
your chosen engineering field,
BAND AND IPTAY DAY
team's leader as in the past few
Want to apply for the job?
Orchids to Mr. Lovett and the our part in maybe an ACC baswhether it is aerodynamics, elecbands who participated in the ketball championship, too.
tronics,
nuclear, electrical, civil,
Yell
like
hell!!!
half time show Saturday. It
SEE YOU IN MIAMI!!!
was very colorful and went over
chemical or mechanical. Your future

Football Managers Have Hard
Job Keeping Team Ship-Shape

TRAILING THE TIGER

Bengals Call On Seven Returnees
As Curtain Is Pulled On New Play

Tiger Mermen
Train Hard For
Season's Opener

J. E. SIRRINE CO., INC.

NOTICE

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

YOUR

SP£AK

TIGER TAVERN
A Delightful Coffee Shop With
Fountain Service
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Open9:30a.m.to 12p.m. |
)

Sandwiches
Fountain Service
Newstand

REFRESH WITHOUT
FILLING
DRINK!!...

PHILOSOPHY FOR TODAY

"You ask me why I smile," he said,
"When H-Bombs hang above my head.
My car's a wreck... my gal has fled
My money's gone... I'm in the red i . .
Why do I smile?... You ask me why?
CHESTERFIELDS! THEY SATISFY!**

MO*Ati Everything looks bright with
your Chesterfield alight! Cheer up
every smoking moment with more
real flavor, more real enjoyment.
Smile, friend... with the smoothesttasting smoke today, packed more
smoothly by ACCU• RAY!
like your pleasure Wg?...
Smoke for red . . . smoke Chotrorffold I
O UnMt • Mm M*MO OX

will grow with an expanding company, pioneering in tomorrow's sciences as well as projects a decade in
advance—anti-gravity research and
ion propulsion..

*» -^ *- ▼* t_t\*t G> f*t iM

Measure your opportunity now3)
Contact your placement office for an'
appointment with the Martin representative visiting this campus
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Beckmann Works
Are On Display
kt Riggs Hall

KEACTOR AT CLEMSON—An Argonaut Reactor, developed by the Argonne National
laboratory, is on display through next week
In the Clemson College Chemistry Building
lobby. The reactor, an Argonne nuclear assembly for university training, scaled down to
one-eighth in size, is featured at the first an-

nual High School Guidance Counselors' Workshop being conducted Friday and Saturday on
the campus. G. O. Robinson, of the Atomic
Energy Commission at Aiken, will lead a nuclear education forum Friday afternoon. Dr.j
Howard Hunter (above), dean of Arts and
Sciences at Clemson, inspects its makeup.

First Counseling
Program Planned
More than 200 high school representatives are expected
to attend the first annual guidance counselors program at
Clemson College this Friday and Saturday.
An imposing slate of speakers, tours of the college's, four
schools, a banquet fete and traditional season-ending football
game comprise the eventful
two-day schedule. The program
will open Friday afternoon at
Televised laboratory sections
1 o'clock with a welcoming as- are helping University of Texas
sembly in the auditorium of the chemistry students to a quicker
new Chemistry Building. Reggrasp of lab techniques. Six labistration is Friday morning
oratory rooms have been equipfrom 10 to 12.
ped with television receivers
The American Economic Foun- enabling some 380 students to
dation, represented by Morgan .have a "front-row seat" for exReichner, a foundation trustee, periments performed by the
and | Louis Milione, will present chemistry department's ablest ina program from 1:15 to 3 p. m structors,.
on 'How We Live in America."
The
experimental teaching
The theme will be documented
by four films. Brief visits to program is the University's first
the schools of agriculture, arts attempt at education on closedand scientists, engineering and circuit television. The educational shows, lasting from 40
textiles will follow at 3:15.
The Friday afternoon agenda minutes to an hour, give instruc•will feature a 4:15 to 5:45 pro- tion in laboratory operations,
gram on nuclear education. G. demonstrate lab techniques, and
O. Robinson, Jr., assistant man- review laboratory and lecture
ager
for
public
education, material , which students want
Atomic Energy
Commission, clarified.
In addition to experimental
will speak on "Atomic Energy
and the Future." Two films work in chemistry laboratories,
will accompany the talk.
Ijhe radio-television group is
equipping two lecture
The banquet
will be held now
Friday night at 7:30 in the Sa- rooms on the campus with TV
ber Room of the Clemson House receivers for use by English, hiswith John Lane, Clemson pro- tory, government and Romance
fessor of English, master
of Languages departments. Those
ceremonies. Invocation will be departments plan to enrich their
by Rev. S. J. L. Crouch, and the classes by presenting outstandwelcoming address by Clemson ing lecturers on special one or
two-week units.
President R. F. Poole.
Guest banquet speaker will
be F. E. Grier, president of the
American Cotton Manufacturing Institute. He will be introduced by Howard Carlisle,
CLEMSON'S RIFLE TEAM
president of the South Carolina
Textile Manufacturers' Associa- took up where it left off last
year to win their first match of
tion.
Tours of the four schools will the season last Friday night on
highlight Saturday morning's the Gen son range by defeating
program from 8:15 to 10:45. The an experienced team from the
visitors will be addressed by 3649th Ordnance Company, NaDr. F. M. Kinard, dean of the tional Guard of Columbia.
The Tigers fired a 1338 total
college; Walter Cox, dean of
student affairs, and
Kenneth out of a possible 1500 to whip
Vickery, registrar, from 11 to the 3649th by 30 points. Marion
11:45, and they will be guests Langston, Clemson senior, led
at a luncheon in the student the scoring with a 272 out of a
dining hall.
possibLo 300.
Other Clemson scores included
The visitation will be
climaxed by attendance at the Richard Crotwell with a 270,
Clemson - Furman game Satur David Dye with a 269, William
cW afternoon in Memorial Sta- S. Hayden with a 266, and Dendium.
' nis Kekas with a 259.

Unix, of Texas
Using Television
For Instruction

Rifle Team Takes
Year's First Meet

WHAT A DREAMBOAT.'

WHAT A DATE .»

MY IDEAL HERO?

ifo BATTING ZERO I

DEFINITIONS
LOG CABIN: Integral of d-cabin.
HYDROGEN: An alcoholic beverage consisting of, water and
gin.
NEWTON'S TENTH LAW: The
dimmej the porch light the
greater the scandal power.
NUCLEI' A recent lie.
OHME1ER: One who eats ohms.
PILE. Big heap.
PHOTON: A man who takes pictures
POSITRON: A man who is always right.
FRESHMAN ENGINEER: A
young man who knows why a
strapless evening gown is held
up but doesn't yet know how.
SLIDE RULE: A baseball regulation
FUSION- Putting fuses in an
electr.c circuit.
ISOTOPE: Ski area covered
with ice.
K-ELECTRON CAPTURE: Russian electron in captivity.
MAXWELL'S THEOREM: States
that coffee is "good to the last
drop.'
MODERATOR: A man who sits
between a coordinator and an
expeditor.
PLANCK'S CONSTANT: The
amount lumber is reduced
from given dimensions when
purchased at a sawmill.

"Prints of Max Beckmann", the
second in five scheduled circulating exhibits for the Clemson
College department of architecture this year, are on display in
the architectural rooms of Riggs
Hall, engineering building. They
will be shown through Dec. 8.
The. Beckmann exhibit is a collection of classic work by the
late American artist who died in
1950.
Included are 35 lithograph drypaints and wood cuts;
^'Berlin's Night Life", "20th Century Episodes in the New Testament", and "Germany in War
and Peace".
Also, several self-portraits by
Beckmsnn are on exhibit in the
architecture department offices.
John Minton, associate professor of architecture at Clemson, and chairman of the exhibition committee, has announced
later showings for December,
January and April. The traveling show of the South Carolina
Guild Artists, representing the
jurorer1 selections of state art,
will appear throughout the
month of April.
"Structure and Space in Contemporary
Architecture"
assembled by the Museum of Modern Art. New York City, will be
shown Jan. 7 through Jan. 28,
and "Figures and Faces", also
prepared by the Museum of
Art, Feb. 1 through Feb. 22.
"Figures and Faces" will contain 67 20th century drawings,
including
recent
acquisitions
from 48 artists in the United
States, France, Spain, Germany,
Italy, Austria, Britain, Mexico
and C"ba.
"Wcer Colors by Midwestern
Architects", sponssored by the
Kansas State Federation of Art,
opened the exhibition series in
September.
The exhibits are part of a
play, adopted this year by the
Clemson Architectural Foundation, employing outside activities in the department's training
program.

TIGER

(Continued fom Page 5)
THE DISTANCES will be in
the capable hands of Wes New,
who took 5th in the stiff competition at the A. C. C. finals last
year. Several frosh tanksters
have been showing up strong in
practice. Sanchez, Elmore, Fusselle, and Barron should develop
into very good reserves for the
Varsity. The managerial duties
are being held down by Wingate and Booyer.
(Continued from Page 4)
Swimming is now a major
two backfields, and are lacking sport, so let's all turn out and
mostly in experience.
support our team.
Injuries have severely plagued
the line as a whole. A couple
first team ends, Pfeifer and Siminski, have been sidelined and
men from other positions were
moved to plug the gaps.
Possibly the strong point in
the forward wall comes in the
middle. Jennings is ably assisted
by rugged guards on either side,
two or three deep.
Don Markofsky turns in a
good performance at his tackle
spot, but doesn't have too much
in the way of assistance.
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story of iteel in color from the
raw ore to the finished product.
The second film, "500,000 to
one," is the story of man's fight
against insects. It shows various methods of insect control
Eleven extension service workincluding use of some insects to
ers from Cambodia, Nicaragua
A Clemson College professor of architecture has won destroy others. Many fascinatand Uruguay are participating
in a four-months food and nu- two South Carolina art awards while developing a new ing close-ups of insects make
this a most unusual film.
trition short course at Clemson process for making lithograph prints.
The publip is invited to these
College.
Mr. Robert H, Hunter, a naThe group is sponsored joint- tive of Oregon who joined (the used to transfer the ink from the shows which are presented by
the Clemson Unitarian Fellowly by the International Coopera- Clemson faculty this fall, is the drawing.
Mr. Hunter is a 1951 design ship as a community service.
tion Association, the USI?A and announced winner of an annual
land-grant colleges.
Technical Artists' Guild of Columbia award graduate of the University of
leader *i Miss Janie McDill of
and will be one of three artists Oregon and earned his master's
Winthrou College.
exhibited in the Columbia Mu- degree in fine arts there in 1953.
The nine-person Cambodian
His work has been widely ex(The Country Gentlemen's Theatre)
delegation is led by Ang-Su, seum of Art next February. His hibited in the state and on the
provincial director of fundamen- prize work was "Fireplace No. west coast.
Clemson, South Carolina
tal education, Ministry of Na- 1," a lithograph.
Two other Hunter pieces,
tional Education. Or Ouk, asPhone 6011
signed to Battambang; Ouk "Checkers", a block print, and
Soenng, to Kompon Thorn, and "Sailboats", a watercolor, were
Sok Sambreth, to Kandal, are accepted for exhibit. Judges
FRI.-SAT.
also provincial directors. Mrs. were William Halsey and Corrie
Chea Kry, Mrs. Chhieng Nal, McCallum Halsey of Charleston.
Mr. Hunter won the M. GrumMme Chun Ponn, Miss Tek Sray
and Miss Prum-Chheng-Leang bacher award in September at
are teachers of household and the sixth annual showing of the
The annual winter series of
r
culinary arts at the Fundamen- Guild o South Carolina Artists free documentary and travel
tal Education Center in Phnom in Greenville. His winning ef- films shown each Sunday in the
fort was titled, "Walk Way".
Penh.
Clemson
Chemistry
Building
With prizes to make his point,
Miss Clarysa Mdnterrojas, of
will begin on Dec. 2 at 3 p. m.
Mr.
Hunter
has
perfected
a
Nicaragua, is a home demon"Steel: Man's Servant," tells the
stration supervisor in Managua, method of producing lithoMON.-TUES.
and Miss Nelly Navarette, Uru- graphic prints by drawing a soft
guay, is a primary teacher in the crayon on formica, the synthetic
A MIGHTY
Ministry of Public Education at material used basically for table
ADVENTURE!
tops. Lithography on stone, inCerro Largo.
vented in Germany in the early
ROKRTMTGHUM.
19th century, involves compliURSULA
TWESS
cated procedures, requires the
use of dangerous chemicals, and
is expensive. Formica lithography, testifies Hunter, is simple, safe, cheap, and ideal for
teaching graphics to high school
students
HOUSE TRAILER
H. E. McLeod, instructor in
An old Washington press, re1952, 28' General. Three rooms
agricultural engineering at assembled by the professor virand both.
Clemson College, is the recip- tually from college salvage, has
ient of the annual Iowa State been utilized in the visual arts
Recently Reconditioned.
College fellowship given by the laboratory of the school of enREASONABLE
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regula- gineering.
tor Company fori study toward
The new process begins with Can be seen on Colonial Circle
the Ph. D degree.
a coior crayon drawing on a just off South Palmetto Blvd.,
The fellowship is awarded to sanded formica surface. Hunter or call J. D. Freeman at 5363.
a select graduate student in en- then rubs gum arabic on the
gineering at the Ames, la.. finished plate, or drawing, and
rehool.
uses a wet sponge to remove the
IVY LEAGUE TROUSERS
Professor McLeod, a 1951 gum arabic. With a rubber rollClemson graduate, has been on er, he rolls the drawing with
SPORT SHIRTS
a year's leave of absence to printer's ink while the plate is
Iowa State, pursuing a master's wet.
degree. The leave has been exPaper is then placed on the
tended for the doctorate work. inked drawing and the press is

Several Foreign
Food Workers
To Study Here

Professor Hunter Wins
Artists' Guild Awards

Clemson Theatre

Free Film Series
Is Beginning Soon
In Chemistry Hall

Professor McLeod
Receives Iowa
Stale Fellowship

JACK PALANCE^IS
EDDIE ALBERT

FOR SALE

JUDGE KELLER'S

Whats Mng.MMtt&MUneyAimrqfi/,

PURPLE

10

DISCOUNT

ON THE OTHER HAND, the
Tigermen displaye two teams
that are sometimes hard to distinguish as to whom does the
better job. Always the competition is keen for the starting
team, specially around the
guards and at fullback.
Furman's Purple Hurricanes,
althbugr the definite underdog,
is no team with which to be
trifled This is the one' whicfi
will tell where the Tiger supporters spend their New Year's
Day. Miami?

ISO
UI
RE
SHOPS FOR MEN
114 N. Main St.
Greenville, S. C.

This adv. is worth 10 per cent
on any purchase of $10.00 or
imore excluding all taxes. Offer
expires Dec. 10, 1956.

J. Paul Sheedy* Was A Scairdy Cat Till
Wildroot Cream-Oil Cave Him Confidence

Working engineers ...
may continue study to earn Master's degree'

WHY. YOU
SMOKE A PIPE
TOO! (A^-MAr/

SIR WALTER RALEI6H'S

YOU'RE FOR S~^T§

BLEND OP CHOICE KENTUCKY
60RLEVS IS EXTRA-AGED TO

M£l

(SIR WALTER
RALEIGHvNATO RALLY.'

6UARD AGAINST TONGUE BITE.

FREE!
21-PAGE BOOKLET
ON PIPE CAP.I.
JUST WRITE TO:
SIR WALTER
RALEIGH,

Poor J. Paul veldt too scared to ask for a date — he just lacked confidence
because of his messy hair. Den one day his roommate said: "Sheedy, get
Wildroot Cream -Oil. It'll keep your hair handsome and healthy looking,
and I ain't lion." So J. Paul put the bite on him for some
money and pussyfooted down to the store for a bottle.
Now he's the pride of the campus, manely beclaws his
hair looks so good... neat but not greasy. Wildroot has
no alcohol to dry your hair, instead it contains Lanolin,
Nature's finest hair and scalp conditioner. So be cagey,try
a bottle or handy tube of Wildroot Cream-Oil yourself.
It's guaranteed to make you a roaring success on campus.
* of 131 So. Harris Hill Rd„ WMiamsvMe, N. Y.

Wildroot Cream-OM
gives you confidence

Ambitious young engineering graduates today Connecticut, Trinity College, Yale University,
want to be in two places at the same time. They Northeastern University and New York Univerwant to be employed as quickly as possible, work- sity. Similar arrangements with several other uniing daily at a job that offers promise of a reward- versities are pending final approval
ing career. They also want to be in the classroom,
At each school, the qualified Pratt & Whitney
pursuing advanced studies they know to be so Aircraft employee is able to take courses — within
essential to real professional achievement.
specified areas — leading to a Master's degree.
Recognizing the many significant benefits to be A tuition-refund plan makes it possible for successgained by that two-fold ambition — benefits that ful degree candidates to obtain this advanced edaccrue both to the individuals, personally, and ucation tuition-free.
In this era of advancing technology, the world's
to the company employing them — Pratt & Whitforemost
designer and builder of aircraft engines
ney Aircraft has developed an extensive graduate
has
taken
a far-reaching step to assure its engifellowship program. Within easy commuting disneers
and
scientists of the opportunity for pertance of P & W A facilities, working arrangements
have been established with graduate schools at sonal growth . . . growth that is so beneficial to
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, University of employee and company alike.

PRATT-& WHITNEY^AIRCRAlTr
folVISION^OfiUNITEDi AIRCWkCTl^

l
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